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HEADNOTES 

Appellate Review - Standard - Criminal Cases - Sufficiency of Evidence 
Appellate review of the sufficiency of the evidence is very limited - a Iy findings that are clearly 

erroneous can be set aside. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 152 lApp. 2 151. 

Appellate Review - Standard - Criminal Cases Sufficiency of Evidence 
The standard of review applied to a sufficiency-of-the-evidence cha lenge in a criminal case is 

whether, in reviewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the trial cou t's determinations of fact, 
there is sufficient evidence to convince a reasonable trier of fact, relying on evidence which it had the 
right to believe and accept as true, that the defendant is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. N.e..d...Y... 
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Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 152 (App. 2015). 

Appellate Review - Standard - Criminal Cases - Sufficiency of Evidence 
A factual finding will not be set aside when there is credible evidence in the record to support 

that finding, in part because the trial court had the opportunity to view the witnesses and the manner 
of their testimony. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 152 {App. 2015}. 

Appellate Revjew - Standard Criminal Cases Sufficiency of Evidence 
To be clearly erroneous, a decision must be more than just maybe or probably wrong; it must 

be wrong with the force of a five-weak-old unrefrigerated dead fish. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 
152 lApp. 2015). 

Appellate Review - Standard - Criminal Cases - Sentence 
In reviewing a trial court's sentencing decision, the standards generally applied in criminal 

appeals are followed - findings of fact that are supported by credible evidence are upheld but those 
legal rulings with which the appellate court disagrees are overruled since issues of law are reviewed de 
novo. Nedv. Kosrae, 20 FSM R.147,152(App. 2015). 

Crimjnal Law and Procedure - Sexual Offenses 
"Sexual penetration" is a statutory element of sexual assault. Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 

152 lApp. 2015). 

Appellate Review - Standard - Criminal Cases - Sufficiency of Evidence 
An appellant cannot pass the sUfficiency-of-the-evidence test when it is evident that the victim's 

testimony provided substantial evidence that the trial court found credible and reliable: when the trial 
judge recited credible, substantial evidence to support the guilty finding; when the trial judge had the 
opportunity to view the witnesses and the manner of their testimony and chose to believe as credible 
the victim's testimony, which the judge had the right to believe and accept as true, and to reject the 
defendant's own testimony. Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 152 lApp. 2015). 

Appellate Review - Standard - Criminal Cases - Sufficiencv of Eyidence 
The prosecution, by proving sexual assault, also proved that the accused annoyed or disturbed 

the victim and that he caused her bodily harm so that, just as there was sufficient evidence to find him 
guilty of sexual assault, there was also sufficient evidence to find him guilty of the other lesser 
offenses. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 153 lApp. 2015). 

Criminal Law and procedure 
A guilty finding, by itself, is not a conviction. For a document to be a judgment of conviction, 

it must set forth the plea, the findings, and the adjudication and sentence. Ned v. Kostae, 20 FSM R. 
147, 153 lApp. 2015). 

Criminal Law and procedure - Double. Jeopardy 
The FSM and Kosrae Constitutions prohibit double jeopardy. The purpose of these provisions 

is 1} to prevent the government from making repeated attempts to convict an individual for the same 
alleged act; 2) to prevent a second prosecution for the same offense following a conviction or a 
acquinal; and 3) to prevent multiple punishments for the same offense. Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 
153 lApp. 2015). 

Criminal Law and procedure - Double Jeopardy 
The test for determining whether an offense is a lesser-included offense of another is whether 

the greater offense can be committed without committing the lesser. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 
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153-54 lApp. 2015}. 

Criminal I.aw and procedure - Double Jeopardy 
When the same act or transaction constitutes a violation of two distin t statutory provisions, the 

test to be applied to determine whether there are two offenses or only one is whether each provision 
requires proof of a fact which the other does not. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 154 (App. 2015). 

Criminal Law and procedure - Attempt; .rl In'! -

An attempt to commit a crime is a lesser included offense that merges with the greater ("target") 
offense if the attempt is successful. Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 15£ (App.2015). 

Criminal I.aw and procedure - Atteoont;!d:i Criiimimi·n.aJnaIIJ LL..""w","",,,nllldXo.""''"!t:e,.::..Q''4!>lo..Jl>2ll~lY. 
If the target crime is in fact committed, there can be no conviction fa attempt. since the actor's 

prior conduct is deemed merged in the completed crime. Ned v. Kosrae, 0 FSM R.147, 154 lApp. 
2015). 

Criminal Law and procedure - Assault and Battery; I Ltlw and P Double 
An assault is a lesser included offense of assault and battery. Np.rI , 20 FSM R. 147, 

154 lApp. 2015). 

Criminal Law and procedure - Double Jeopardy 
Under the statutory theory, a crime may be a lesser included ffense if its elements are 

necessarily included in the greater crime, as the greater crime is defined by s atute. Under the pleading 
theory, a crime may be a lesser included offense if the charging documen alleges facts the proof of 
which necessarily includes proof of the elements of the lesser included offens Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM 
R. 147, 154 lApp. 2015). 

Criminal Law and procedure - Disturbing the Peace; Criminal Law and Jeooardv; 
Criminal Law and procedure - Sexual Offenses 

To prove sexual assault, the victim's lack of consent is necessarily pie and proven, which would 
necessarily also require pleading and proving something that would onstitute annoyance and 
disturbance to the victim. Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM A. 147, 154 lApp. 2015). 

Criminal law and procedure - Assault and Battery; .. I r <lW <lnd Pr ~F!rlllrF!-
Criminal Law and Procedure - Sexual Offenses 

Since sexual assault requires intentionally subjecting another person to sexual penetration against 
the other person's will and assault and battery requires striking, beating, wo nding, or otherwise doing 
bodily harm to another, and since subjecting another person to sexual pe eteation against the other 
person's will is one of a number of ways to otherwise do bodily harm to a other, assault and battery 
is a lesser included offense of sexual assault. Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM A. 47, 154 lApp. 2015). 

Criminal Law and procedure - Disturbing the peace;J:;r f:ri·iimim.iin.aJ,n,'"U'b.>l "'W"·.l!JJ ,nlliJd!'rl;¥<i.uJ,"-,=..J:!Jll!!ili..JlllltllWlY.; 
Criminal Law and procedure - Sexual Offenses 

Since disturbing the peace is willfully committing any act which unrea onably annoys or disturbs 
another so that she is deprived of peace and quiet, or which provokes a brea h of the peace, and since 
every sexual assault - every intentional subjecting a person to sexual penetr tion against that person's 
will - is also the willful commission of an act which unreasonably annoys r disturbs another so that 
she is deprived of peace and quiet, disturbing the peace is a lesser included offense of sexual assault. 
Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 154-55 lApp. 2015). 
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Criminal Law and Procedure - Double Jeopardy; Criminal law and procedure - Sentencing; Criminal law 
and Procedure - Sexual Offenses 

Since the attempt to commit sexual assault merged into the completed sexual assault: since 
assault is a lesser included offense of assault and battery; and since assault and battery and disturbing 
the peace are both lesser included offenses of sexual assault, the convictions for all these lesser 
offenses must be vacated, and since the maximum sentence for sexual assault as a category two felony 
is five years, the accused's seven-year sentence, and therefore his convictions, for all offenses must 
be vacated and the case remanded for re-sentencing on, and thus for a conviction to be entered for, 
only the greater offense of sexual assault. Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 155 lApp. 2015). 

Appellate Review - Standard - Criminal Cases - Abuse of Discretion: Criminal Law and Procedure 
Public Tria[; Crimjna[ Law and procedure - Sentencing 

A trial judge is required to publicly read out his sentence in open COUrt, and if the trial judge fails 
to do so, he abuses his discretion because this is part of the constitutional right to a public trial. ~ 
v. Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 155 lApp. 2015). 

Criminal Law and Procedure - Sentencing 
Courts differ on whether a consolidated sentence is proper. Some courts hold them improper, 

and even where they are proper, courts take two approaches. Some courts hold that a single sentence 
may be imposed for all offenses so long as it does not exceed the aggregate of sentences that might 
have been separately imposed on all the counts consecutively while other courts hold that a 
consolidated or general sentence, that is, one that does not specify the punishment imposed under 
separate counts of the information, will not be upheld if it exceeds the maximum term of punishment 
permissible under any single count. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 155 lApp. 2015). 

Criminal law and Procedure - Sentencing 
A seven~year sentence is improper and must be vacated when it exceeds the maximum sentence 

for the one conviction that the appellate court has affirmed. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 155 lApp. 
2015). 

Appe!late Review - Standard - Criminal Cases - Sentence; Crimina! Law and Procedure - Sentencing 
The better practice is for the trial court to impose sentence on each count individually and to 

indicate on the record whether the sentences are to run concurrently or consecutively. Such a sentence 
facilitates appellate review, and obviates the need for the appellate court to review the entire sentence's 
propriety in the event any count underlying a general sentence is vacated. Thus, if any part of a 
conviction is reversed on appeal, the sentence imposed under the valid count would not have to be 
disturbed. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 155 lApp. 2015). 

Appellate Review - In Forma pauperis; Appellate Review - Stay - Criminal Cases; Criminal Law and 
Procedure - Public Trial 

Although it might be advisable for the trial court to conduct a hearing on motions to stay and 
for in forma pauperis status, especially if the motions look like they may be denied, it is not part of the 
constitutional publictria[ right. Ned V. Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 156 lApp. 2015). 

Aopellate Review - Stay - Criminal Cases 
A stay is mandatory only if the defendant is released pending appeal because a sentence of 

imprisonment must be stayed if an appeal is taken and the defendant is released pending disposition 
of appeal. Nedv. Kosrae, 20 FSM R.147, 156 (App. 2015). 

Appellate Review - Stay - Criminal Cases 
Rule 38(a)(2) does not make a release pending appeal mandatory because the word "and" 
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/- requires that both conditions ... a pending appeal and a release ... exist befa e a stay must be granted. 
If an appellant is not released pending appeal, the rule does not entitle him to a stay. Ned v. Kosrae, 
20 FSM R. 147, 156 lApp. 2015). 

Appellate Review' ... Stay ... Criminal Cases 
If the appellant is not released and there is no stay the appellant then ets credit for time served 

while the appeal is pending. If the sentence were stayed but the defendan remained in jail, he would 
not get credit for time served, which would be inherently unfair. NelUVcJS&f!""" 20 FSM R. 147, 156 
lApp. 2015). 

Aopel1ate Review ... Stay ... Criminal Cases 
If the court appealed from refuses to release a criminal defendant ending appeal, or imposes 

. conditions of release. that court must state orally on the record or in writing the reasons for the action 
taken, and must do so in all future cases. Ned v, Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147 156 (App. 2015). 

Appellate Review - In Forma Pauperis 
The court would be leery of awarding in forma pauperis status to sam one who is paying private 

counsel. Ned v. Kosrae, 20 FSM R. 147, 157 (App. 2015). 

Crjmjnallaw and procedure - Sentencing 
The use of consolidated sentences should be avoided. 

lApp. 2015). 

... ... ... ... 

COURT'S OPINION 

READY E. JOHNNY, Acting Chief Justice: 

""",--",v'-"'9'-" "" 20 FSM R. 147, 157 

Cooper alkla Larry Ned appeals his Kosrae State Court convictions nd that court's denial of a 
stay of his sentence pending appeal and a denial of his request to proceed in forma pauperis on appeal. 
We affirm the trial court finding that Ned was guilty of sexual assault. We v cate his other convictions 
and remand the matter for re-sentencing on the sexual assault charge. 0 reasons follow. 

I. BACKGROUND 

On February 11, 2013, the State of Kosrae filed a criminal information charging that on or about 
11 :45 p.m., January 7,2013, defendant Cooper a/k/a Larry Ned, committed he offenses of Disturbing 
the Peace (Kos. S.C. § 13.503); Sexual Assault (Kos. S.C. § 13.311)i As ault and Battery (Kos. S.C. 
§ 13.302): and Assault (Kos. S.C. § 13.302), when he laid on top of his niece by marriage, and annoyed 
her and disturbed her and inserted his finger into and around her vagina, nd also used his elbow to 
strike her or to do her bodily harm. On September 1 D, 2013, Kosrae file an amended information 
adding a charge of Attempt (Kos. S.C. § 13.202) to commit sexual assaul . 

Ned went to trial on October 11, 2013. He was found guilty of all c arges and on October 18, 
2013, was sentenced to seven years in jail. A written judgment of convictio was entered on January 
31, 2014. Ned filed a notice of appeal on February 6, 2014, and requested transcript at the in forma 
pauperis rate. Ned moved for a stay pending appeal. On July 2, 2014, the tr al court, by written order, 
denied the stay and in forma pauperis status, and on July 16, 2014, denied motion to reconsider that 
denial. 
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II. ISSUES PRESENTED 

Ned contends that the Kosrae State Court erred because 1) there was insufficient evidence to 
find him guilty of the felony of sexual assault; 2J there was insufficient evidence to find him guilty of 
the misdemeanors of disturbing the peace, assault and battery, assault, and attempt; 3) it sentenced 
him for lesser included offenses to sexual assault; 4) it violated his due process rights; 5) it imposed 
a sentence that violated the statute: 6) it imposed an excessive sentence constituting cruel and unusual 
punishment: 71 it denied him his right to a stay of his sentence by denying his motion for a Stay without 
a hearing; 8) it denied his motion for in forma pauperis status; and 9) it abused its discretion. 

Ill. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Our review of the sufficiency of the evidence is very limited - only findings that are clearly 
erroneous can be set aside. Cholymay v, FSM, 17 FSM R. 1" 23 lApp. 2010). The standard of 
review we apply to a sufficiency~of~the~evidence challenge in a criminal case is whether, in reviewing 
the evidence in the light most favorable to the trial court's determinations of fact, there is sufficient 
evidence to convince a reasonable trier of fact, relying on evidence which it had the right to believe and 
accept as true, that the defendant is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Tulensru v, Kosrae, 15 FSM 
R. 122, 125 lApp. 2007). We will not set aside a factual finding when there is credible evidence in the 
record to support that finding, in part because the trial court had the opportunity to view the witnesses 
and the manner of their testimony. Cholymay, 17 FSM R. at 23; Palik v, Kosrae, 8 FSM R. 509, 516 
lApp. 1998). To be clearly erroneous, a decision must strike us as more than just maybe or probably 
wrong; it must strike us as wrong with the force of a five~week~old unrefrigerated dead fish. Smjth v. 
Nimlia, 19 FSM R. 163, 173 lApp. 2013). 

In reviewing a trial court's sentencing decision, we follow the standards generally applied in 
criminal appeals - we uphold findings of fact that are supported by credible evidence but overrule those 
legal rulings with which we disagree. rammed v, FSM, 4 FSM R. 266, 274 lApp. 1990). We review 
issues of law de novo. Phillip v, Kosrae, 15 FSM R. 116, 119 lApp. 2007). 

IV, ANAl.YSIS 

A. Sufficiency of the EvIdence 

1. For the Sexual Assault Charge 

Ned contends that there was insufficient evidence presented to the trial court for it to find him 
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of the offense of sexual assault. In particular, he asserts that the 
state failed to prove all of the offense's elements because there was insufficient evidence to prove that 
he penetrated the victim's vagina with his finger. "Sexual penetration" is a statutory element of sexual 
assault and the method of penetration pled was by his finger. He bases his claim on the fact that the 
victim's testimony that his finger penetrated her vagina was uncorroborated by physical evidence or 
other witness testimony and because the victim's wrinen statement said that Ned had tried to penetrate 
her with his index finger. He thus concludes that the trial court's findings must be clearly erroneous. 

Ned cannot pass the sufficiency-of~the~evidence test. It is evident that the victim's testimony 
provided substantial evidence that the trial court found credible and reliable. The trial judge recites 
credible, substantial evidence to support the guilty finding. J. of Conviction at 1-2 IJan. 31, 2014). 
The trial judge had the opportunity to view the witnesses and the manner of their testimony. The trial 
court chose to believe as credible the victim's testimony, evidence which it had the right to believe and 
accept as true, and reject the defendant's own testimony. We thus see no basis to rule that the trial 
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court's findings were clearly erroneous. We therefore affirm the finding th Ned was guilty of sexual 
assault. 

2. For the Other Charges 

Ned further contends that there was insufficient evidence to find m guilty of disturbing the 
peace, assault and battery, assault, and attempt. He contends that the eh rge of assault and battery 
should have been dismissed because when the victim was asked at a prelimin ry examination if she had 
been beaten, stricken, or wounded. she replied in the negative. He further c ntends that the disturbing 
the peace charge should have been dismissed because the victim never stified that she had been 
annoyed or disturbed and it was not corroborated by any physical or tes imonial evidence and was 
contradicted by Ned's own testimony. 

He also contends that an assault did not happen because he did not a er or attempt, with force 
or violence, to strike, beat, or wound the victim and that the victim's test many to the contrary was 
not true. Ned therefore concludes that the findings that he was guilty of di turbing the peace, assault 
and battery, assault, and attempt are clearly erroneous. Ned's basis for thi is his contention that the 
victim's testimony was false while his own testimony was true. 

The trial judge believed the victim's testimony over his. The trial ju ge had the opportunity to 
observe both the victim and the defendant testifying. The trial judge had the ight to believe and accept 
her testimony as true and reject his as false. Furthermore, as explained below, by proving sexual 
assault, the prosecution also proved that Ned annoyed or disturbed the vic m and that he caused her 
bodily harm. Thus, just as there was sufficient evidence to find Ned guilty 0 sexual assault, there was 
also sufficient evidence to find him gUilty of the other lesser offenses. e therefore affirm the trial 
court guilty findings on those counts. 

B. Conviction and Sentencing 

But a guilty finding, by itself. is not a conviction. For a docu ent to be a judgment of 
conviction, it must set forth the plea. the findings. and the adjudication a d sentence. Benjamjn v. 
K2.s.li!..e., 19 FSM R. 201, 204-05 n.l lApp. 2013) (since a "judgment of co viction" must contain the 
sentence, it can only be entered after the sentence is pronouncedJ. We next address the issue of 
whether sentences, and thus convictions. should have been entered for the Ie ser offenses of disturbing 
the peace, assault and battery. assault. and attempt. 

1. Double Jeopardy and Conviction for Lesser Offenses 

Ned contends that convictions for the lesser offenses should not have een entered because this 
violates his constitutional protection against double jeopardy since these 0 tenses are lesser included 
offenses to sexual assault and he was convicted of that greater offense. 

The FSM and Kostae Constitutions prohibit double jeopardy. FS Canst. art. IV, § 7; Kos. 
Canst. art. II, § 1 (f). The purpose of these provisions is 1) to prevent the government from making 
repeated attempts to convict an individual for the same alleged act; 2J to pre ent a second prosecution 
for the same offense following a conviction or a acquittal; and 3J to preven multiple punishments for 
the same offense. Kinera v. Kosrae. 14 FSM R. 375, 383 lApp. 2006). ed contends that he was 
subjected to multiple punishments for the same offense because. in his ese, disturbing the peace, 
assault and battery. assault, and attempt are all lesser included offenses 0 sexual assault. 

The test for determining whether an offense is a lesser-included off se of another is whether 
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the greater offense can be committed without committing the lesser. Benjamin, 19 FSM R. at 209. 
"The applicable rule is that where the same act or transaction constitutes a violation of two distinct 
statutory provisions, the test to be applied to determine whether there are two offenses or only one, 
is whether each provision requires proof of a fact which the other does not." Lajco v, ESM, 1 FSM R. 
503, 523-24 lApp. 19841. 

An attempt to commit a crime is a lesser included offense that merges with the greater ("target") 
offense (in this case, sexual assault) if the attempt is successful. 4 CHARLES E. TORCHIA, WHARTON'S 
CRIMINAL LAW § 694, at 588 (15th edt 1996). "If the target crime is in fact committed. there can be 
no conviction for attempt, since the actor's prior conduct is deemed merged in the completed crime." 
Id. Likewise, an assault is a lesser included offense of assault and battery. See 2 CHARLES E. TORCHIA, 
WHARTON'S CRIMINAL LAW § 179, at 418 (15th ed. 1994) ("[a)n assault is an attempt to commit a 
battery"). These charges are lesser included offenses and convictions cannot be had on them. 

[n Benjamjn y. KosTae, 19 FSM R. 201, 208·'0 lApp. 2013), we concluded that under either the 
"statutory theory" or the "pleading theory" disturbing the peace was not a lesser included offense of 
sexual abuse because, to prove sexual abuse. annoyance or disturbance or lack of consent did not have 
to be pled or proven and to prove disturbing the peace. that the victim'S age of under 13 did not have 
to be pled or proven. 

Under the statutory theory, a crime may be a lesser included offense if its elements are 
necessarily included in the greater crime, as the greater crime is defined by statute. 
Under the pleading theory, a crime may be a lesser included offense if the charging 
document alleges facts the proof of which necessarily includes proof of the elements of 
the lesser included offense. 

Benjamin, 19 FSM R. at 209 (quoting State v. Rae, 84 P.3d 586, 589 (Idaho Ct. App. 2004). In Ned's 
case, the charge was not sexual abuse, the greater offense in Benjamin, but sexual assault. To prove 
sexual assaUlt, the victim's lack of consent is necessarily pled and proven, which would necessarily also 
require pleading and proving something that would constitute annoyance and disturbance to the victim. 

Under a pleading theory analysis, the lesser offenses are all lesser included offenses of the sexual 
assault charge in this case. The facts that were alleged and had to be proven for a guilty finding 1) of 
disturbing the peace - willfully laying on top of the victim and by his actions awakening her and 
disturbing her; and 2) of assault and battery - using his forearm to push the victim with force and laying 
on top of her causing pressure that prevented her from moving, were all facts that were alleged and 
also had to be proven for the sexual assault charge. 

Under a statutory theory analysis, the result. although less obvious, is the same. 

Sexual assault requires "intentionally subjecting another person to sexual penetration ... against 
the other person's will." Kos. S.C. § 11.313. Assault and battery requires "striking, beating, 
wounding, or otherwise doing bodily harm to another. M Kos. S.C. § 11.303. "[S)ubjecting another 
person to sexual penetration ... against the other person's will" is one of a number of ways to 
"otherwise doll bodily harm to another." Thus assault and battery is a lesser included offense of sexual 
assault. 

"Disturbing the peace is willfully committing any act which unreasonably annoys or disturbs 
another so that he is deprived of peace and quiet, or which provokes a breach of the peace." Kos. S.C. 
§ 13.503. Likewise, every sexual assault - every intentional subjecting a person to sexual penetration 
against that person's will - is also the willful commission of an "act which unreasonably annoys or ""'-
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disturbs another so that [51he is deprived of peace and quiet." Id. 

Since the lesser offenses of which Ned was convicted are lesser in luded offenses under both 
the pleading and the statutory theories, we do not need to decide now w ich theory to adopt. 

Thus, since the attempt to commit sexual assault merged into the completed sexual assault; 
since assault is a lesser included offense of assault and battery; and sin e assault and battery and 
disturbing the peace are both lesser included offenses of sexual assault, tl e convictions for all these 
Jesser offenses must be vacated. Ned received a consolidated or genera sentence of seven years. 
Since the maximum sentence for sexual assault as a category two felony is f ve years, Ned's sentence, 
and therefore his convictions, for all offenses must be vacated and the case r manded for re-sentencing 
on, and thus for a conviction to be entered for, only the greater offense 0 sexual assault. 

2. Due Process 

Ned contends that his due process rights were violated when the trial j dge failed to read in open 
court what constituted his sentence - what part of his consolidated seven-y ar sentence was imposed 
for which crime. 

A trial judge is required to publicly read out his sentence in open cou and jf the trial judge fails 
to do so, he abuses his discretion because this is part of the constitutional r ght to a public trial. ~ 
v. Kosrae, 14 FSM R. 228, 232 (App. 2006J. But the question now befo us is whether Ned's due 
process rights were violated when the trial judge imposed a consolidated 0 general sentence that did 
not specify what part of the sentence applied to which conviction. 

Courts differ on whether a consolidated sentence is proper. , 8 FSM [ntrm. 95, 
102-03 (Yap S. Ct. App. 1997) (holding that consolidated sentences are pro, er but disfavored in Yap). 
Some courts hold them improper, and even where they are proper (the ajority view in the United 
States), courts take two approaches. Id. at 103. Some courts hold that 'a single sentence may be 
imposed for all offenses so long as it does not exceed the aggregate of sente ces that might have been 
separately imposed on all the counts consecutively." Id. Other courts h Id that "a consolidated or 
general sentence, that is, one that does not specify the punishment impose under separate counts of 
the (information), will not be upheld if it exceeds the maximum term of pun shment permissible under 
any single count." Id. 

Under any of the three approaches just mentioned, Ned's seven-yea 
must be vacated. It exceeds the maximum sentence for the one conviction 
have affirmed. We therefore do not need to decide now which approach to 
adopt as positive law. 

sentence is improper and 
sexual assault - that we 

onsolidated sentences to 

We do agree with the Yinmed court that "the better practice is for th trial ... court to impose 
sentence on each count individually" and to "indicate on the record wheth r the sentences are to run 
concurrently or consecutively." Id. Such a sentence "facilitates appellate view," and "obviates the 
need" for us to review the entire sentence's propriety "in the event any aunt underlying a general 
sentence is vacated." Id. Thus, "if any part of a conviction is reverse, on appeal, the sentence 
imposed under the valid count would not have to be disturbed." Id. 

Since that was not done in this case, we must vacate the entire sente ce and remand the matter 
for re-sentencing on the sexual assault charge. We recommend that in th future that the trial court 
impose sentence on each count individually and indicate on the record wh ther the sentences are to 
run concurrently or consecutively. 
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3. Whether Sentence Violated the Statute and Was Excessive 

Ned also contends that his sentence violated Kosrae state Jaw and was excessive because it 
exceeded the five-year maximum sentence for sexual assault, and was thus illegal. Since we hereby 
vacate the seven-year sentence and remand this case for fe-sentencing, we do not need to discuss 
these points further. 

C. Post-Conviction Motions 

1. Abuse of Discretion 

Ned contends that the trial court abused its discretion when it denied without hearing Ned's 
motions for a stay and for in forma pauperis status. These motions were post-conviction motions to 
which the constitutional public trial right does not apply. Although it might have been advisable to 
conduct a hearing on either or both of these motions, especially if the motions look like they may be 
denied, it is not part of the constitutional public trial right. The trial court did not necessarily abuse its 
discretion by not holding hearings on these motions. It did, however, as explained below, abuse its 
discretion by not putting on the record its reasons for denying a stay pending appeal. 

2. Motion to Stay 

Ned contends that he was denied his right to a stay pending appeal. Ned reads Kosrae Criminal 
Procedure Rule 38 to mean that a stay pending appeal is mandatory. 

Ned misreads the rule. A stay is mandatory only if he is released pending appeal. "A sentence 
of imprisonment shall be stayed if an appeal is taken and the defendant is released pending disposition 
of appeal pursuant to Rule 9(b) of the FSM Rules of Appellate Procedure." Kos. Crim. R. 38(a)(2) 
(emphasis added). The rule does not make a release pending appeal mandatory because the word 
"and" requires that both conditions - a pending appeal and a release - exist before a stay must be 
granted. If an appellant is not released pending appeal, Rule 38(a)(2) does not entitle him to a stay. 
That should be evident from the rest of Rule 38(a)(21 which permits the trial court to recommend that 
the appellant, if not released, be confined in a place from where he can assist in his appeal. Id. This 
makes sense because if the appellant is not released and there is no stay the appellant then gets credit 
for time served while the appeal is pending. If the sentence were stayed but the defendant remained 
in jail, he would not get credit for time served. which would be inherently unfair. 

But tI{i)f the court appealed from refuses release pending appeal. or imposes conditions of 
release, that court shall state orally on the record or in writing the reasons for the action taken." FSM 
App. R. 9(b). The trial court does not appear to have put on the record, either orally or in writing, its 
reasons for denying Ned a stay. It should have. We therefore instruct the trial court to. in all future 
cases, state on the record its reasons when it denies a stay for a criminal defendant that has appealed 
and has sought a stay. 

3. In Forma Pauperis 

Ned contends that he should not have been denied the ability to proceed on this appeal on an 
in forma pauperis basis. He contends that the trial court should have accepted his declaration of 
indigency based on his financial statement. Ned objects that the trial court rejected his financial 
statement as not truthful without a hearing on the matter. 

We do not know what the trial court used to conclude that Ned's financial statement did "not 
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seem to be truthful," Order Denying Reconsideration at 1 (July 16, 2014), although this would be an 
adequate ground to deny an application for in forma pauperis status. We su gest that a hearing on the 
issue, while not necessarily required, might be helpful in this case. Ned's Dunse] says that he hopes 
to be paid by either the Public Defenders' Office or by his client, but has no been. We would be [eery 
of awarding in forma pauperis status to someone who is paying private coun el, which mayor may not 
be the case here. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, we affirm the trial court's guilty findings but vacate the convictions for all charges 
except the sexual assault charge, and we vacate the sentence and remand t e matter for Ned to be re
sentenced in open court on the sexual assault charge. We further hold tha when denying a stay of a 
criminal sentence pending appeal, the trial judge must "state orally on t e record or in writing the 
reasons for the action taken." FSM App. R. 9(b). We recommend th t the use of consolidated 
sentences be avoided and suggest that, in this case, a hearing on in forma auperis status might have 
been helpful. 
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